Central heating wiring diagram s plan plus

This scheme uses separate two-port valves, one for hot water and another for heating. It can be
easily extended to include additional heating zones by adding an extra valve and room
thermostat for each zone - this is typically called S Plan Plus. This arrangement is common on
new installations, as it allows for multiple heating zones with the minimum of additional
plumbing and wiring. The valve has two plumbing connections - in and out. With no power
applied, a spring holds the valve closed so no water will flow. When the valve is powered and
reaches the fully open position, the grey and orange wires are connected together. This is
normally used to activate the boiler and pump. This video covers the wiring and electrical
operation of an S plan system with two 2-port valves. Wiring diagrams and further information
continues below. View on Youtube. This diagram shows the wiring layout using the most typical
components. Here, coloured wires indicate the permanent mains supply to the boiler and
programmer. The coloured valve wires are also shown. Other wires are shown in pale grey.
Some or all of these will be live depending on which modes are selected - these are highlighted
brown in the other diagrams below. These diagrams show a modern boiler where the boiler
requires mains power all the time, with a separate wire used to activate the boiler and the pump
connected directly to the boiler. Older systems simply have the boiler and pump connected to
SL 10 in the wiring centre , with only N and E permanently connected. The room thermostat is
shown with a neutral connection. However a 2 wire thermostat can also be used which does not
require a neutral. Unlke the Y-plan system , operation of hot water and heating are totally
separate, and this layout can easily be extended to support additional heating zones simply by
adding an extra valve and thermostat for each zone. It can also be adapted for use with
underfloor heating. Power starts at terminal 3 HW On in the programmer. This passes via the
wiring centre terminal 6 to the cylinder thermostat. If heat is required, power continues to
terminal 8 in the wiring centre, and operates the motor in the hot water valve. Once the valve is
fully open, a switch inside connects the grey and orange wires together. Since grey is
permanently connected to power, the orange wire provides power to terminal 10 in the wiring
centre, and from there to the boiler and pump. Power starts at terminal 4 CH On in the
programmer. This passes via the wiring centre terminal 4 to the room thermostat. If heat is
required, power continues to terminal 5 in the wiring centre, and operates the motor in the
central heating valve. This is simply the above two diagrams combined. Unlike the Y-plan
system, operation of heating and hot water is totally separate, they do not interact or require the
presence of the other. The boiler and pump are switched via the valve. Therefore problems with
the valve will mean the boiler never switches on, or in some cases will run continuously. If the
switch fails on or the valve sticks open, the boiler will run all the time, regardless of the settings
of programmer and thermostat. It will still run even if the programmer and thermostat are
removed completely. S plan This scheme uses separate two-port valves, one for hot water and
another for heating. Blue, Neutral - internally connected to the neutral side of the motor. Brown,
Live in - Activates the motor inside the valve Grey - Connected to one side of a switch inside the
valve. Orange - Connected to the other side of a switch inside the valve. Overview Video This
video covers the wiring and electrical operation of an S plan system with two 2-port valves.
System Wiring This diagram shows the wiring layout using the most typical components.
Operation - Hot water and central heating This is simply the above two diagrams combined.
Possible problems The boiler and pump are switched via the valve. If the motor fails or the
switch fails in the off position, the boiler will not operate. We use cookies to anonymously learn
how our visitors use our site, so that we can improve it. Read more about our Cookie Policy.
Most domestic houses in the UK have one of two heating control systems. Both are designed to
closely control your heating system, diverting heated water to where it is needed according to
thermostats and controls. If you want full and comprehensive advice then watch the
instructional video below! The benefits:. Heated water from the boiler is diverted to the hot
water coil or the radiators depending on which service the programmer is asking for and which
thermostat is calling for heat. The 2 port valves serve one service each. For example there is
only one 2 port valve for the hot water cylinder and a separate one for the heating system.
Therefore you need a certain sequence of switches to work in order for the system to operate.
For example with radiators:. The 2 port valve has one live supply to motor it open when called to
by the particular service it supplies. A great advantage of S plan systems over Y plan systems is
the opportunity to have more than two zones. Instead of just having one zone for the hot water
cylinder and one for the radiators, you can use another 2 port valve with its own controlling
thermostat and power. This is ideal if you have an under-floor heating system that you want to
control separately. Where to buy 2 Port Valves:. Most customers find it easier to allow their
installation engineer to buy the parts but this is not always the cheapest option. If you buy the
boiler and get the engineer to fix it for you, then you avoid their mark up and save money.
Buying 2 port valves online is relatively simple. You can buy one here. Problems with S plan

heating systems:. Over time the valves can get stuck especially after a summer of being in one
position. When the motor head goes to move the valve position it burns the head out. This will
require a new 2 port valve. You can buy a new one from Screwfix. Symptoms of this can be only
hot water and no central heating or vice versa. Sometimes both can go wrong. You can test to
see if the valve is stuck by moving the manual arm on the side of the valve. You can manually
latch the valve open while you wait for a replacement valve to be fitted. How to change a 2 port
valve:. Turn off all heating components electrically. Isolate water supply to heating system in
loft or mains. Drain heating system down find a drain off below the level of the 2 port valve.
Remove 2 port valve making a note of the wiring you should have a switched live from the
thermostat to the valve motor. A neutral and earth. Then you should have a permanent live that
is switched by the 2 port valve itself that goes off to the boiler and pump. Beware the terminal
boxes for electrics in heating systems. Generally they are a nightmare to figure out without a
solid knowledge of how these systems work. Fit the new valve and follow the instructions on
how to wire it up. The manufacturers often change the colours of switched wires etc. Fill the
heating system and vent any air out. Restore power to the system and test operation. Here is
the usual wiring for an S plan system:. Related Articles. Y-Plan Heating Systems. Interactive
House - Gas Boiler. Interactive House - Oil Boiler. Interactive House - Radiators. Interactive
House - Thermostatic Radiator Valves. Interactive House - Vented Water Cylinder. Logo Home.
Shower Pumps. Heating Systems. General Plumbing. Hot Water Tanks. Tweets by plumberparts.
S Plan Central Heating Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified suitable pictorial
representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as simplified
shapes, and the facility and signal associates between the devices. A wiring diagram usually
gives information roughly the relative twist and bargain of devices and terminals on the devices,
to urge on in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would sham more detail of the
instinctive appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more symbolic notation to highlight
interconnections over beast appearance. A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot
problems and to create definite that all the friends have been made and that all is present.
Architectural wiring diagrams acquit yourself the approximate locations and interconnections of
receptacles, lighting, and enduring electrical services in a building. Interconnecting wire routes
may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or fixtures must be upon a common
circuit. Wiring diagrams use customary symbols for wiring devices, usually stand-in from those
used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols not only feign where something is to be
installed, but in addition to what type of device is instinctive installed. For example, a surface
ceiling buoyant is shown by one symbol, a recessed ceiling lighthearted has a alternative
symbol, and a surface fluorescent lighthearted has different symbol. Each type of switch has a
alternating symbol and so attain the various outlets. There are symbols that enactment the
location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may
be required by the electrical inspection authority to embrace attachment of the residence to the
public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will plus enlarge panel schedules for circuit
breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams for special services such as fire alarm or closed circuit
television or new special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to
function properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and
security features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any
cookies that may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used
specifically to collect user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are
termed as non-necessary cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running
these cookies on your website. Automobile Wiring Diagrams Wiring Diagram views. This
website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can
opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses
cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the
cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for
the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us
analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser
only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of
some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary.
Non-necessary Non-necessary. S Plan Plus Wiring Diagram â€” wiring diagram is a simplified
usual pictorial representation of an electrical circuit. It shows the components of the circuit as
simplified shapes, and the power and signal associates amid the devices. A wiring diagram
usually gives instruction not quite the relative incline and deal of devices and terminals upon
the devices, to assist in building or servicing the device. A pictorial diagram would take action
more detail of the monster appearance, whereas a wiring diagram uses a more figurative
notation to emphasize interconnections higher than brute appearance. A wiring diagram is often

used to troubleshoot problems and to create determined that every the links have been made
and that anything is present. Architectural wiring diagrams action the approximate locations
and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and permanent electrical facilities in a building.
Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where particular receptacles or
fixtures must be upon a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use good enough symbols for wiring
devices, usually alternative from those used upon schematic diagrams. The electrical symbols
not and no-one else fake where something is to be installed, but moreover what type of device
is inborn installed. For example, a surface ceiling spacious is shown by one symbol, a recessed
ceiling buoyant has a oscillate symbol, and a surface fluorescent light has unorthodox symbol.
Each type of switch has a substitute fable and suitably realize the various outlets. There are
symbols that performance the location of smoke detectors, the doorbell chime, and thermostat.
A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical inspection authority to embrace
membership of the address to the public electrical supply system. Wiring diagrams will
furthermore complement panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards, and riser diagrams
for special services such as flare alarm or closed circuit television or supplementary special
services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly. This
category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of the
website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect us
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er personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. Stx38 Wiring Diagram Wiring Diagram views. This website uses cookies to improve
your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept
Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This website uses cookies to improve your
experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these, the cookies that are
categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of
basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and
understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with
your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of
these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary
Non-necessary.

